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Since January 2019, Adfinis SyGroup has also

been active in French-speaking Switzerland
Bern, March 11th, 2019

Adfinis SyGroup, one of the leading open source service provider in Switzerland, now has an office in

Crissier  (VD).  Together  with EDIFICOM, the  network  and datacenter specialist,  Adfinis  SyGroup can

deliver solutions more agile and flexible in the french part of Switzerland.

From hardware and network to operation

Adfinis SyGroup's Open Source services, operations and system management can be seamlessly integrated

into EDIFICOM's network infrastructure and cloud solutions to provide customers with customized solutions.

The core competencies of Adfinis SyGroup in combination with EDIFICOM thus cover the entire range from

network to operation – the optimal contact point for all customer needs.–

«As a managed service provider originating from network infrastructure and security solutions, and now with a

rich  portfolio  of  cloud  solutions,  we  were  looking  for  a  complimentary  Open  Source  partner  that  delivers

customized solutions», says Carsten Buchenau, CTO at EDIFICOM, «With Adfinis SyGroup we like their focus and

their dedication through their valuable competences in Open Source solution.»

The partnership with EDIFICOM made it possible to establish a strong partnership and network in the French-

speaking part of Switzerland. The partnership will allow both companies to continue to grow and guarantee

the high quality of the services offered.

«In order to further strengthen our position as one of the leading Swiss Open Source service providers, we are

intensifying our cooperation with EDIFICOM to support organizations in their digitalization strategy with the

combined  expertise  in  French-speaking  Switzerland.  As  a  managed  service  provider,  EDIFICOM  is  strongly

anchored in the French-speaking part of Switzerland and is an ideal addition to our partner portfolio, enabling

us  to  better  position  our  Open  Source  expertise  in  the  French-speaking  Switzerland»,  announces  Nicolas

Christener, CEO and CTO of Adfinis SyGroup.

About EDIFICOM

EDIFICOM has been developing personalized IT solutions and managed services since 2004. Through their

main Tier-4 DataCenter they are serving the Swiss market. With their SLAs they guarantee 99.9% availability.

The  team  works  closely  with  loyal  customers  in  and  around  Switzerland  and  offers  reliable  and  robust

solutions  for  wired  and  wireless  networks.  Other  managed  services  include  centralized  and  distributed

firewalling, Open network DataCenters, network access and authentication, wireless location, infrastructure

as a service (IaaS), and backup and archiving solutions.

For more information visit: www.edificom.ch or on Twitter @edificom

About Adfinis SyGroup

Adfinis  SyGroup employs around 60 people at  four locations in Bern,  Basel,  Zurich and Crissier  and has

successfully  established  itself  as  a  leading  provider  of  Open  Source  technologies  beyond  Switzerland's

borders. As a proven service provider and partner, Adfinis SyGroup supports customers from the private and

public sectors in the planning, implementation and integration of tailor-made infrastructure and software

projects. The core competencies of Adfinis SyGroup lie in the areas of Open Source Engineering & DevOps,

24/7  Services  &  Support,  Managed  Services  and  Open  Source  Development.  

For more information visit: www.adfinis-sygroup.ch or on Twitter @adfinissygroup

Be smart. Think OpenSource.
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